
Content Types (RDA 6.9)

✓ Applied to the Content Type field (336 field), optionally with a MARC Content Type code; 
terms in ‡a, codes in ‡b; note that ‡2 rdacontent is required
‣ 336 -- text ‡2 rdacontent
‣ 336 -- notated music ‡b ntm ‡2 rdacontent

✓ 336 field may include only the MARC Content Type code
‣ 336 -- ‡b cri ‡2 rdacontent
‣ 336 -- ‡b tdi ‡2 rdacontent

✓ 336 field may include multiple Content Types terms/codes
‣ 336 --  performed music ‡a two-dimensional moving image ‡2 

rdacontent
  (DualDisc with music for CD players on one side and videos for 
DVD players on the other)

✓ For resources with multiple formats, separate 336 fields and Content Type terms/codes may 
be recorded with distinguishing ‡3 labels
‣ 300 -- 289 pages : ‡b chiefly color illustrations ; ‡c 30 cm + ‡e 

1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
336 -- ‡3 book ‡a text ‡a still image ‡2 rdacontent
336 -- ‡3 CD-ROM ‡a computer program ‡a text ‡2 rdacontent
  (Heavily illustrated book with accompanying CD-ROM that includes 
a computer application and some textual documents in PDF format)

RDA Content TypesRDA Content TypesRDA Content TypesRDA Content Types

cartographic dataset computer dataset spoken word tactile three-dimensional form

cartographic image computer program still image text

cartographic moving 
image notated movement tactile image three-dimensional form

cartographic tactile image notated music tactile notated movement
three-dimensional moving 
image

cartographic tactile three-
dimensional form performed music tactile notated music two-dimensional moving image

cartographic three-
dimensional form sounds tactile text

other unspecified
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Media Types (RDA 3.2)

✓ Applied to the Media Type field (337 field), optionally with a MARC Media Type code; terms 
in ‡a, codes in ‡b; note that ‡2 rdamedia is required
‣ 337 -- unmediated ‡2 rdamedia
‣ 337 -- projected ‡b g ‡2 rdamedia

✓ 337 field may include only the MARC Media Type code
‣ 337 -- ‡b n ‡2 rdamedia
‣ 337 -- ‡b v ‡2 rdamedia

✓ 337 field may include multiple Media Types terms/codes
‣ 337 -- audio ‡a computer ‡2 rdamedia

  (DualDisc with music for CD players on one side and videos for 
DVD players on the other)

✓ For resources with multiple formats, separate 337 fields and Media Type terms/codes may 
be recorded with distinguishing ‡3 labels
‣ 300 -- 289 pages : ‡b chiefly color illustrations ; ‡c 30 cm + ‡e 

1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
337 -- ‡3 book ‡a unmediated ‡2 rdamedia
337 -- ‡3 CD-ROM ‡a computer ‡2 rdamedia
  (Heavily illustrated book with accompanying CD-ROM that includes 
a computer application and some textual documents in PDF format)

RDA Media TypesRDA Media TypesRDA Media TypesRDA Media Types

audio microform projected unmediated

computer microscopic stereographic video

other unspecified
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Carrier Types (RDA 3.3)

✓ Applied to the Carrier Type field (338 field), optionally with a MARC Carrier Type code; terms 
in ‡a, codes in ‡b; note that ‡2 rdacarrier is required
‣ 338 -- volume ‡2 rdacarrier
‣ 338 -- audiocassette ‡b ss ‡2 rdacarrier

✓ 338 field may include only the MARC Carrier Type code
‣ 338 -- ‡b nc ‡2 rdacarrier
‣ 338 -- ‡b vd ‡2 rdacarrier

✓ 338 field may include multiple Carrier Types terms/codes
‣ 338 -- audio disc ‡a videodisc ‡2 rdacarrier

  (DualDisc with music for CD players on one side and videos for 
DVD players on the other)

✓ For resources with multiple formats, separate 338 fields and Carrier Type terms/codes may 
be recorded with distinguishing ‡3 labels
‣ 300 -- 289 pages : ‡b chiefly color illustrations ; ‡c 30 cm + ‡e 

1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
338 -- ‡3 book ‡a volume ‡2 rdacarrier
338 -- ‡3 CD-ROM ‡a computer disc ‡2 rdacarrier
  (Heavily illustrated book with accompanying CD-ROM that includes 
a computer application and some textual documents in PDF format)

✓ Also applied in the Physical Description area (300 field), with option to substitute extent term
‣ 300 -- 1 audio disc (or CD or compact disc)
‣ 300 -- 5 volumes
‣ 300 -- ... + ‡e 3 videodiscs (or DVD)

RDA Carrier TypesRDA Carrier TypesRDA Carrier TypesRDA Carrier Types

Audio Carriers Computer Carriers Microform Carriers Microscopic Carriers

audio cartridge computer card aperture card microscope slide

audio cylinder computer chip cartridge microfiche

audio disc computer disc microfiche cassette

audio roll computer disc cartridge microfilm cartridge

audiocassette computer tape cartridge microfilm cassette

audiotape reel computer tape cassette microfilm reel

sound-track reel computer tape reel microfilm roll

online resource microfilm slip

microopaque
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RDA Carrier Types (cont.)RDA Carrier Types (cont.)RDA Carrier Types (cont.)RDA Carrier Types (cont.)

Projected Image Carriers Stereographic Carriers Unmediated Carriers Video Carriers

film cartridge stereograph card card video cartridge

film cassette stereograph disc flipchart videocassette

film reel object videodisc

film roll roll videotape reel

filmslip sheet

filmstrip volume

filmstrip cartridge

overhead transparency

slide

other unspecified
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